ABSTRACT
for the first cell Rl = MR* for the ith cell
and the total transformation matrix for n cells is
When the cells are adjusted so that u = 2T/n, the total phase shift is 21-r and the transformation matrix ~ simplifies to (9) where r n is the total optical magnification of the system. Appendix 2 contains a proof that such an array is always achromatic to first order.
We now must examine how such a system can be built. Let us now design successive cells so that their matrices scale as shown in eq. (7). Then
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Formulae (10) and (11) Comparing eq. (12) with eq. (ll), we conclude that the length R scales with the matrix element R120 So the length of a drift in cell 2 must be r2 times its length in cell 1, and so forth for subsequent cells.
-.
3.2
Scaling law for a quadrupole.
The matrix for a quadrupole is Rquad = cos kR sin kR/k -k sin kR cos kG I
where sin and cos become sinh and cash for the defocusing plane. RI1 is constant from cell to cell, therefore kG must be constant. Since RI2
scales as r2 , k and k2R must scale as r -2.
3.3
Scaling for a uniform field wedge bending magnet.
The matrix for a uniform field wedge bending magnet referred to the center of the magnet is The value of sina in the dipoles scales as r-1 = l/1.2.
The quadrupole strengths k2Q = BoL/aBp scale as r -2 = (1.2>-2.
The sextupole strengths S = BoL/a2Bp scale as rs3 = (1.2ja3. 
